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Why would a child enjoy a Bugs of the World (Creepy Crawly Encyclopedia) Picture Book? Some

children would love a "Bugs of the World (Creepy Crawly Encyclopedia)" Picture Book because of

the many sizes, shapes and colors of the bugs discovered that would be featured inside the book.

Many children enjoy exploring the world; such as checking out farm animals, dogs and cats, flowers

and trees; so why would they not also love looking at colorful pictures and diagrams of bugs? This

book fuels a child's imagination and desire to learn more about the world in which they live. By

reading and looking at this book they can find out how important bugs are to our planet.
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Bugs of the World (Creepy Crawly Encyclopedia): Bugs, Insects, Spiders and More (Books For Kids

Series) Kindle Edition by Speedy Publishing (Author) Maybe I expect too much, or maybe the world

of quickly printed E-books is an unedited racket. I work in Quality Assurance, so when things

arenÃ¢Â€Â™t perfect, I notice.This is a great concept for a book, but poor editing brings in down in

ratings for me. The book is filled with fabulous pictures of Ã¢Â€Â˜bugsÃ¢Â€Â™ ranging from spiders,



scorpions, butterflies, beetles, grasshoppers, bees, dragon flies, blow flies, mantises, crickets and

centipedes.Examples of poor editing, there is a snip-it factoid saying baby scorpions ride on their

mothers back when first born, yet they donÃ¢Â€Â™t have a picture of it. Next, there is a factoid

about a Monarch butterfly, yet the picture is of some other butterfly, not a Monarch.I donÃ¢Â€Â™t

appreciate that there are so many factoids for spiders, scorpions, butterflies and beetles, but after

that, it seems like the author just decided to put one picture and one factoids of all the other listed

Ã¢Â€Â˜bugsÃ¢Â€Â™. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s not consistent.Not a bad buy if you can get this book for free to

have in your kid arsenal, and even under a buck, go ahead and buy it. But anything over a dollar, I

would advise against.

The overall content and graphics of this book are incredible. The type is tiny though, making it more

difficult to read than other books published by Speedy Publishing, which is a bit surprising because

all of their books have been such a joy to read with our child. When our child is reading it is difficult

for me to follow along to ensure proper word annunciation because I'm not able to see the text

sitting right beside the reader. Even as the reader it is difficult to see the text, the digital version can

be zoomed in on to enlarge the text, however you do loose sight of some images which to me make

the story a story. Just the one simple change of font size would make this book such a more

pleasurable experience for everyone reading it or being read to. *This book was received either free

or at a reduced rate in exchange for my honest review and opinion. Do I recommend the book, yes,

the content is fantastic and the graphics are incredible. We have enjoyed reading this book and will

continue to include it in our reading home library.

This is a good book for children and it is short and easy to get through. I went through it with my 3

year old and we looked at the pictures and discussed the bugs and read some of the text (just what

I though he could understand) and when we got to the end he said he wanted to read it again and

we went through it again and again.If you find my review helpful can I please get a HELPFUL

VOTE?**********************************************************************************************************

***************************************************I was fortunate enough to be able to get a discount on

this product in order to test it out and provide an honest and unbiased review of the results and my

own opinion. Every item has been tested, handled and reviewed by me prior to my review being

written. My purpose as a reviewer is to help others get an honest opinion of an item prior to

purchase. We can also help the makers of products and sellers improve their merchandise and

customer service with our feedback.



My son is a huge bug enthusiast, so I thought I would check this book out as something for him. The

title made me feel as though there would be some in detail information about different bugs, so I

was excited to see what Speedy Publishing had come up with.PROS:There are beautiful pictures of

bugs. They are clean, crisp, and give a really great visual representation of the bugs that are

discussed.I could look at these pictures for hours and still be mesmerized.There is good general

information about a some of the more popular categories of bugs.There was a good attempt to show

the life-cycle of some of the varieties of insects.CONS:There was not an introduction to the book. It

just jumped right in without telling about the definition of what a bug was, how many insects there

are in the world as compared to humans, etc.There was not specific insect information. For

instance, there was a lot of picture of beetles, which are the most common insect species. There

was no discussion on any of the names of specific beetles, just very general information. For a book

that says that it is an encyclopedia, I would have expected that there would be more detail

involved.While there is an effort to describe the life cycle of a couple of bugs, it is very disjointed.

The order of the life cycle is not correct. It begins well, but then becomes jumbled together and skips

around. This can be very confusing to a child who does not already understand the order, and this

book would only make it more complicated.There are some pretty glaring mistakes in grammar.

Being an avid reader, I understand that some small typos sometimes slip through, but with a book

this short, it doesn't seem that this many mistakes should have slipped through with just a little bit of

care and proofreading.Overall, this book is ok. It does have great pictures with some good facts, but

the disjointed nature of the book and lack of detail is a bit strange. I wanted to like this book more

than I did, but I feel that it was just some book that was kind of half-way put together and

published.**This book was received free or discounted in exchange for an honest review. All

opinions expressed are my own and are not influenced by the publisher.**
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